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2. Theory of the method af numerical derivation.
Let the values taken by the differentiable function y = y(x) be
assigned in carrespondenceof the values x ,xl"" ,x of x, where
a n
x. - i h
1
(i=O,l, ... ,n), • (2. i ;
in the fallowing we shall denote, for each 1, by y. and
1
i1Y . ,
1
respectively the g1ven numerical values and the deviation of every given
y.
1
fram the carresponding theoretical value
We snall denote by
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the (n+l)-dimensional column vector and by E the identity matrix
of order n+l .
Let A be an invertible linear aperator such that
- y
•
in the sequel we shall assume, for short, A to be an invertible
matrix af arder n+l.
;t is our aim to give a numerical evaluation of vectar 0, or of tne
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values that the derivative y' - y'(x) takes at the points (2.1) with
the highest possible precision.
It follows from (2.2) and from the relation YT - Ys + uY that
Ao - YS + t, Y (2.:ìì
or
- l - l
o : A Y + A t,Y
S •
Even though t,Y can be regarded as negligible with respect to v
'S
and therefore à relationship of the type
'\,
Ao - YS (2.5)
may be thought to hold,
-lto A ys; the solution
- lA uY is 1n generaI not negligible with respect
1S thus not "acceptable".
We denote by W the diagonal matrix
euclidean norm in Rn+ 1.
-l(Eot,Y) and by II· il the
We sha 11 say that
of the problem if
1S an "acceptable" solution
A ) ,,2 '\, l- 0s Il : n + . (') .. "......... V)
the method of Lagrange's
(2.6), the one that offers the " best
a structure function S( o) , which is, to
we requi re that the solution vector 05
function 5(0) and satisfy (2.6). Using
In order to obtain, among alI the possible solutions o that satisfy
possible solution", we define
a certain extent, arbitrary,and
be such as to minimize the
multipliers one obtains the equation
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(2. 7)
We shall denate by S the matrix (which we shall call, far shart,
smaathing matrix) sue h that
8S = S080
~
and by A' the transpased matrix A. One abtains
. . T 2 '
8x" = L2A W (Ao - Ys)j 60
and hence
in arder far (2.7) to be verified it is necessary and sufficient that
Ac v + À (ATW2)'l So O •
'S - ,
then
Ys = CA + À
(ATW2 )- 1S] o (" .
• \ • u .
The salutian 0s that we are laaking far is then abtained as cl
solutian af the system (2.8), (which is a system of n+l equatians in the
n+2 unknawn I I l ')Y 'Yl'''''y , Ao n if ane chaases ln such a way that
The matrix A we have cansidered is the matrix af arder n+l
I ,
I O O O \y ,• • • • • • • •,
I l +y 1 O OI • • • • • • • •n IA - - ,- l +y ,2 2 I • • • • • • • • OI
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2y(x )
where y - hY'(~O) if y(xO)· y'(xo) # O. If, on the contrary,
y(x )·y'(x ) = O one considers the matrix of order n obtained from
o o
A by deleting the first row and the first column (provided y(xl),y'(xl)#O)
The structure functions considered by us are
n-l 251 (o) " (Y k+l - y )- &-k k
n-l 252(0) = Li< (Yk+l - 2Yk + Yk- l )1,
The corresponding smoothing matrices we obtained by considering
and ; they are respectively
•
•I l -l OI • • • •,
,
,
-l 2 -l O • • • •
O -l 2 , O..•.•-,
\
\
51 ~- < - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -i
, O O -1 2 -l\
\ O -l l ,• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I\,
I ,
I 1 -2 l O O ••• \
-2 5 -4 l OI •••• ,,
\
l -4 6 -4 l O...
,,
!
52 - 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
• O O l -4 6 -4 l, • • • • • • • • • • ,
• I
O O O l -4 5 -2 ,
\ • • • • • • • • • • •,O • • • • • • • • • • O O O l -2 l I
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After determining c; (Y"Yl', ... ,y') by the method outlined
o n
above we can determine with a higher precision the numerical values
y. setting
nl
.. n
-
, O,l, ... ,ny. - - iJj a ..y . 1 -1 2 lJ J
3. Numerical results
We have tested the method for the evaluation of the derivatives
Yj (i - 1,40) or some analytical functions y(x) at the points
x. ; ih (i ; 1,40) for h; 0,05 starting from a set of approXlmate
l
values y. as reported 1n table l,!l,!ll.
l
The values
than the given
..Yi obtained by the present method are clearly better
y: s.
1
The method has been used in order to determine the maXlmum value of
the modulus of the derivative of a function measured experimentally. In
every case, we have adopted the smoothing matrix 52.
Figure l shows the experimental values y., 1 = 1,25 the accumulated
1
charge in terms of the energy of the quasl Fermi level in a semiconducting
crystal in space-charge conditions due to trapping leve1s, the function
(solide line) and the modu1us of the derivative (dashed line), calculated
by the present method.
The maximum value of the modulus of the derivative y' lS connected
to the energy position of the trapping leve1 that governs the phenomenon.
The result we obtain agrees with that determined by other methods, ~2:.
